Spot Light
Comprehensive reports on mailbox properties
Mailbox content tracking (based on attachment or keywords)
Instant reports on mailbox size & growth
Mailbox traffic analysis by size & number of messages
Compiled information on permissions associated with mailboxes & users
Reports that throw light on all aspects of Public Folders
Elaborate reports on distribution list and membership details
Extensive reporting on Outlook Web Access usage
Audit feature to investigate unauthorized mailbox logons & other critical changes
Tabular and graphical summary of gathered data
Report exportable in multiple formats - XLS, CSV, PDF & HTML
Customizable views for reports
ActiveSync traffic analysis and device particulars

AN EXCLUSIVE
REPORTING SOLUTION
for All your

Alert configuration for events that require your immediate attention

MS EXCHANGE

Finding out mailbox sizes was very cumbersome and
difficult. ExchangeReporter Plus was the only solution

REQUIREMENTS

that gave us mailbox size and group information
within our budget.

demo.exchangereporterplus.com

ExchangeReporter Plus is a ready-to-deploy change auditing
& reporting solution for MS Exchange environment

www.exchangereporterplus.com

Renee Davis, Chief Information Officer at
Life Management Center, Florida

support@exchangereporterplus.com
sales@manageengine.com
Toll Free : 1-888-720-9500

We needed granular reporting on Exchange to get a better
understanding of the environment itself, so that we could
begin to change various projects for this core service use.
Exchange Reporter Plus gave all this - without having to
depend on powershell scripting.
Shannon Rubin, IBTS (Institute for Building
Technology and Safety)
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Why ExchangeReporter Plus?

How Does it work?

100

Convenient Dashboard

Exchange related information is gathered from the Exchange servers, Active Directory,

ExchangeReporter Plus can help you know your mailboxes better

The product dashboard offers a panoramic view of integral information like Exchange audit

Message Tracking Logs, and IIS logs. This data is gathered with the help of scheduled data

The mailboxes reports keep you abreast of

alerts, server storage usage, top mailboxes by size, Exchange mail traffic summary and

gathering tasks configured in the product. When a user runs a report in ExchangeReporter

server traffic summary presented in the form of tabulations and graphs.

Plus, relevant information stored in the product database is fetched and presented neatly
in a tabulated form with graphs if required. On the other hand, auditing is real-time, where

Value

the product fetches data or raises alerts as soon as an event is captured in the domain

ExchangeReporter Plus is high on value and low on price. The pricing starts at just

controller or Exchange server.

$295 and packs several insightful reporting solutions for your everyday MS Exchange
management.

Easy Deployment
ExchangeReporter Plus is a ready-to-deploy reporting and analysis solution for your
Exchange servers. The deployment is simple, easy and takes the littlest of your time.

Reports

Mailbox size

Permissions associated with mailboxes

Email content

Account status

Keep a tight control on ActiveSync traffic
ActiveSync traffic reports bring you
Device details

ActiveSync request information

ActiveSync policy details

Devices per user and more

Concrete traffic reports spanning the entire organization
The email traffic category brings you elaborate reports on

Alert

Mailbox traffic

Custom recipients traffic

Configure alerts for events that require your immediate attention and get notified on

Overall organization traffic

Intra organizational traffic

the same with the alert feature.

Server traffic

Filters
Filters in the reports help you narrow down the data to the specifics you’re looking

OWA is under strict surveillance.
The OWA reports offer you the statistics on

for, like events on particular dates or hourly email traffic summary on a specific day.

Convenient Export Options
Export the reports to various formats including CSV, PDF, XLS and HTML.

Log on by users

Server based log on

Browser based log on

Log on specifics

Client IP based log on

Department specific log on

Customizable Views

The application brags of substantial reports to monitor Exchange storage objects

Exchange auditing is exceedingly customizable. Create your own view for any of the

Storage reports shed light on

audit reports in a few simple steps.

Mailbox stores

Server storage

Public stores

Fully functional 60-day trial
The installed product works in trial
mode that is fully functional for 60
days! Even after trial period is over,

ExchangeReporter Plus is
available in two versions

Standard
Professional

previously fetched reports can be
referred to and reused .

The "Quick Find" option allows you to easily find data you are looking
for from a report by providing one or multiple inputs!

Auditing
ExchangeReporter Plus delves into the event logs of Exchange Servers and domain
controllers to bring you comprehensive audit data in the form of reports, graphs and
views. The audit feature brings to your attention, any unauthorized mailbox logon
attempts or changes made to mailbox permissions.
Use this feature to track
Mailbox permission changes
Exchange store changes

Mailbox logon patterns

